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Health Research from the User’s Perspective
radford W. Hesse, PhD, Ben Shneiderman, PhD

bstract: The application of information technology (IT) to issues of healthcare delivery has had a
long and tortuous history in the United States. Within the field of eHealth, vanguard
applications of advanced computing techniques, such as applications in artificial intelli-
gence or expert systems, have languished in spite of a track record of scholarly publication
and decisional accuracy. The problem is one of purpose, of asking the right questions for
the science to solve. Historically, many computer science pioneers have been tempted to
ask “what can the computer do?” New advances in eHealth are prompting developers to ask
“what can people do?” How can eHealth take part in national goals for healthcare reform
to empower relationships between healthcare professionals and patients, healthcare teams
and families, and hospitals and communities to improve health equitably throughout the
population? To do this, eHealth researchers must combine best evidence from the user
sciences (human factors engineering, human–computer interaction, psychology, and
usability) with best evidence in medicine to create transformational improvements in the
quality of care that medicine offers. These improvements should follow recommendations
from the Institute of Medicine to create a healthcare system that is (1) safe, (2) effective
(evidence based), (3) patient centered, and (4) timely. Relying on the eHealth researcher’s
intuitive grasp of systems issues, improvements should be made with considerations of users
and beneficiaries at the individual (patient–physician), group (family–staff), community,
and broad environmental levels.
(Am J Prev Med 2007;32(5S):S97–S103) © 2007 American Journal of Preventive Medicine
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he application of information technology (IT)
to issues of personal health and health care has
had a long and surprisingly complex history

ithin the United States. Soon after the first mainframe
omputer systems began automating record keeping,
ospitals began applying IT to the tasks of billing and
nancial record keeping.1 Yet, in spite of an early
pplication of IT to administrative and actuarial tasks,
he challenge of developing a consistent, interoperable
ystem for transporting patients’ medical records across
ealthcare systems has been an elusive and seemingly

ntractable goal.2 Reasons given for delays in this and
ther areas of health IT include grappling with com-
eting incentive structures, dealing with issues of stan-
ardization, meshing with time-pressured workflows,
nsuring privacy, and creating systems that are useful
nd usable to data producers as well as data users.3–6 In
hort, reasons given have not focused as much on
nadequacies of the technology, but more on the
nterface between the social and the technical, that is,
etween users and the system.7
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sking What Computers Can Do

n the same vein, the field of medical informatics has
roduced some of the most advanced computing tech-
ologies to be applied in real-world settings. Applica-

ions of artificial intelligence to medicine in the 1980s
roduced such vanguard systems as the rule-based
YCIN expert system at Stanford University,8 the

liad,9 HELP10 resources at the University of Utah, and
he Quick Medical Reference (QMR)11 physician aid at
he University of Pittsburgh. Yet, after years of success-
ul testing and scholarly publication many of the most
ophisticated diagnostic systems—at least as originally
coped—have fallen into disuse.1,12 Users reported
eeling uncomfortable relying on the decisional recom-

endations of an opaque, black box computer system
o matter how much more accurate the system’s deci-
ions were compared to those of actual clinicians.12

In many respects, the hope and hype of IT applied to
ealth care reflect the lessons learned from computer
cience more generally. The field of computer science
s littered with applications that, although technologi-
ally superior, have failed to find a following among
iscriminating users. From an historical perspective,
he problem has been one of purpose and focus—that
s, of asking the right question for the science to solve.
he field of artificial intelligence is a good example.
arly applications followed a model of automating

uman processes by creating applications that mim-
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cked what humans do. The motivation stemmed in
art from an industrial view of technology in which
achinery was engineered with the explicit purpose of

eplacing the physical labor of factory workers, thereby
aving money through reductions in personnel costs.13

t also stemmed from an unabashed, romantic notion
f creating a future inhabited by smart, thinking ma-
hines.14 Quite simply, the science of artificial intelli-
ence often found itself following the art of science
ction.15

Later applications—the ones that survived—
hanged their focus. Rather than supplant human
apabilities, the newer applications were focused on
upplementing or complementing the information pro-
essing abilities of their operators.16 The lexical appli-
ations embedded in many popular word processing
ystems are a good example. These systems run unob-
rusively in the background but offer a comfortable
afety net to writers in checking for spelling errors,
onitoring for punctuation, and offering suggestions

or grammatical improvements. In a similar way, re-
inder systems in hospitals can use advanced comput-

ng techniques to keep a patient’s therapeutic regimen
n track17 or to protect healthcare professionals from
rescribing medications with documented interac-
ions.18 As one commentator put it, these new applica-
ions serve to “informate” rather than “automate” hu-

an processes. They add value precisely because their
outines improve on human performance, and do not
ry to replace it.13

sking What People Can Do

n the field of eHealth research, as with research in
ther vital areas of computer applications, major efforts
re under way to achieve a new stage of maturation.
uring the pioneering days of eHealth, the question
as often about what the computer could do. During

he next phase, crucial questions concern what people
an do. How can advanced computing and telecommu-
ications be used in conjunction with existing systems
f care to ensure that people live longer and higher
uality lives? David Brailer, former National Health
nformation Technology Coordinator for the U.S. De-
artment of Health and Human Services, said it this
ay: “Everyone thought IT was about computers, but
e’ve refined that to say that IT is about health care—

t’s about the experience we really have.”19

he eHealth Experience

he notion of eHealth gained currency in the 1990s at
time when public expansion of the Internet promised

o transform information exchange, product acquisi-
ion, and service delivery. Research on the benefits of
sing wide area network technologies, at least among

cientists and technical administrators, had suggested p

98 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 32, Num
hat distributed computing could bring people and
esources together in ways that had not been seen
efore.20,21 eHealth, like eCommerce, and eGovern-
ent, promised to transform the status quo by breaking

own barriers of time and place. This mix of technol-
gy, as well as the entrepreneurial and idealistic spirit
f taking benefits directly to consumers, remains insep-
rably mixed in definitions of eHealth today.22,23

For medical informaticians and policymakers, the
romise of eHealth opened up a capacity to link
dvances in medical information technology to the
dvantages promised by an emerging national health
nformation infrastructure.24 This led to a number of
ioneering efforts to bring advanced technologies,

ncubated previously within hospital settings, onto the
eb for patients and practitioners to use. Complex
ecision support technologies were mounted on the
eb for patients’ use. Large-scale bibliographic data-
ases were pushed to the public.

ublic Reactions

eactions from the public to this push were mixed, and
id not conform neatly to expectations.25 In 1997,
hen speculation was high and innovation outpaced
emand, only 22.2% of the U.S. population aged 3
ears and older reported having access to the Inter-
et.26 By 2003, after the “dot com bust” was predicted

o dampen consumer enthusiasm, Internet penetration
oared to the point at which an estimated 63% of adults
ged 18 years and older were online.27,28 By 2005, the
nternet had become part of the “new normal,” that is,
t had become part of the constellation of everyday

edia and resources that people use as supports in
heir ongoing busy lives.29

As early as 1999, surveys had revealed that health
nformation seeking was a frequent and common prac-
ice on the Internet.30 What people often found online,
hough, was a cacophony of mixed messages and infor-

ation sites of unequal quality and usefulness. Visitors
o commercial sites were wary of ulterior motives and
nfounded claims31,32; visitors to government and
cademic sites were inundated with highly technical
anguage and raw data with little synthesis or
ntegration.33,34

In an age of abundant health information, consum-
rs reported feeling confused and perplexed.35 Esti-
ates suggested that in 2003 more than three quarters

f the general adult population would endorse the
tatement that there were too many prevention recom-
endations in the area of cancer to know which ones to

ollow.36 About half of the population reported looking
or information on cancer either for themselves or for
thers, and out of that group the Internet was the first
lace they looked. At the same time, a majority of
mericans reported having greater confidence in their

hysicians than in the Internet.27 Newer results indicate

ber 5S www.ajpm-online.net
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hat the credibility differences between physicians and
he Internet may be widening, with trust in physicians
rending upwards and trust in the Internet trending
ownwards.37

ealth Care in the Information Age

hile the strain of keeping up with the explosion of
nformation on the web is challenging for consumers,
he task of staying current on the tsunami of mounting

edical information is even more challenging for
ealthcare professionals. In 2004, the National Library
f Medicine reported that it added more than half a
illion (571,000) new references to its online biblio-

raphic database.38 By some estimates, a general inter-
ist would have to read 20 articles a day 365 days a year

ust to keep current on relevant medical knowledge.39

Added to the burden of keeping current on research
s the strain of keeping up with an increasingly mobile
atient base. The goal of maintaining a “life-span”
erspective on a patient’s health19 is complicated by the
hallenge of keeping records current on a lifetime’s
orth of medical history, laboratory results, specialists’
eports, pharmaceutical records, adverse reactions, and
sychosocial indicators.40 Indeed, combining the best
f current medical knowledge with a patient’s own
istorical data in an age of “personalized medicine,”41

ill be next to impossible without the assistance of
ealth information technology. Without an electronic

nfrastructure to guarantee safekeeping and backup of
atients’ data, it is impossible to guarantee continu-

ty of care for some of the most vulnerable in the
opulation42—a crisis acutely manifest in the 2005
urricane Katrina disaster.43

As medical technology advances and the health in-
ormation environment becomes more complex,
ealth care becomes more vulnerable to error. Health
ystems analysts have estimated that up to 98,000 avoid-
ble deaths per year occur because of a lack of support-
ve safety mechanisms in pharmacy, surgery, hospital
are, and outpatient care.40,44 An analysis of medical
harts for women presenting with late-stage cervical
ancer within one medical system revealed that more
han half of the deaths could have been avoided if the
ystem had kept women up-to-date on routine Papani-
olaou test screens.45 The good news from the patient’s
erspective is that advances in biomedical science in
he 20th century may have nearly doubled life expect-
ncy; the bad news is that the healthcare system has
rown complex, reactive, and potentially dangerous.46

Clearly, health information technologies will, and
ust, be part of the solution to guarantee that safe-

uards are engineered into the environment in which
ealth care takes place.40,47,48 It must be remembered,
owever, that the science of informatics is the science

f sociotechnical systems,49 which in turn, is the science p

ay 2007
f “people, tools, and conversations” working in syn-
hrony to achieve common goals.7 eHealth research
ust become part of the system of reform that will link

vidence-based medical practices to national standards
f equity, safety, usability, and patient-centeredness. It
ust work in tandem with physicians, nursing staff,

ffice staff, and other links in the healthcare chain to
omprise a safety net of support for patients.

sers in an eHealth-Enabled System

he Institute of Medicine (IOM) presented a frame-
ork for healthcare reform in its report titled, Crossing

he Quality Chasm: A New Healthcare System for the 21st
entury. In Figure 1, we take the users who are de-

cribed in that report and present them graphically as
wo interlocking sets of concentric circles. At the center
f the figure is the direct interaction between the
ealthcare professional and each individual patient.
his is the nexus of the healthcare relationship and

ymbolizes the direct point of accountability between
n individual’s own self-management and the health-
are provider’s training and recommendations.

Surrounding the provider–patient link are concen-
ric circles of expanding group and systems support.
n the healthcare provider side, the individual practi-

ioner works as one member of a coordinated “mi-
rounit” of care: office staff, surgical teams, long-term
are teams, and so on. The microunit is in turn
mbedded within larger enabling systems, including
ospitals, health maintenance organizations, preferred
rovider organizations, and others. On the public side,
he patient is surrounded by family, friends, and neigh-
ors as the most immediate circle of support. Public

nteractions occur within the greater sphere of a func-
ioning community, with churches, businesses, civic
roups, and social services. Both sides of the relation-
hip are in turn embedded within a larger context of

igure 1. Users within the healthcare system as described in
he Institute of Medicine’s prescriptive framework for health
ystem reform.
olicies, regulations, and incentives.

Am J Prev Med 2007;32(5S) S99
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asks, Goals, and Objectives

n Table 1, we juxtapose types of users against the major
asks, goals, and objectives outlined in the IOM frame-
ork.50 We have selected four overarching goals as
eing especially relevant to a discussion of eHealth and
ave listed them as labels for the four columns in the

able. At the junction of row and column we indicate
ow the goals and objectives of the new healthcare

ramework become relevant across levels of users.
he individual cells represent the particular “use case

cenarios” that the eHealth-enabled system must
upport.

afety. A core tenet of the IOM’s prescriptive frame-
ork is that safety must be made an inherent attribute
f the system.40,50 If information is too complex to
nderstand, especially under periods of duress or high
ognitive load, then the interface to that information
ust be simplified. If critical events fail to occur

ecause of lapses in memory, then the system must
onitor for completion of those events and send status

eminders as appropriate to decision makers until they
re fulfilled or dismissed. The principle is to make the
ealthcare system foolproof by designing the interface
etween components to be consistent, predictable, and
ontrollable by all of its users.51

Throughout the first column in Table 1, we empha-
ize the theme of safety as a system property for eHealth
cross levels of users. On the delivery side, a coordi-
ated system of safeguards should allow teams of

able 1. Health system goals as a function of level of user

Safety Effectiv

atient High-quality care free
of complications

Evidenc
stand

hysician System protections
against error

Knowle
for be

amily, friends Caregivers help
monitor for risk

Access t
suppo

icrounits of care Team delivery
reduces error

Consiste
of gu

ommunity Monitoring for
quality assurance

Researc
comm
interv

rganizations for care
(hospitals, HMOs)

Safety as a system
property

Data ba

ublic health environment Surveillance,
preparedness

Informa
publi

ealthcare context Culture of safety Policy i
evide
ealthcare professionals to work interdependently in a p

100 American Journal of Preventive Medicine, Volume 32, Num
ystem that promotes safe practices and encourages
ontinuous quality improvement. Informatics will offer
seamless level of information support on this side, but

he technologies should be introduced into the system
nly after following a rigorous schedule of iterative
sability testing and formative evaluation.52 “Human-
entered” testing methods applied within the context
f “bench-to-bedside” research should be as important
o the informatics enterprise as randomized clinical
rials are for the introduction of new pharmaceutical
gents.53

On the public side, self-empowered patients and
heir caregivers must be considered as crucial elements
f care in the overall system. Day-to-day adherence
o medical regimens takes place in the home, self-

onitoring for early symptoms takes place at a personal
evel, and the preponderance of crucial and vital deci-
ion making takes place between family members.54–59

t is within these personal patient spheres that health
are actually begins and often ends. Every tool and
very connective network meant to support these
pheres must be engineered with the same strict set of
uman factors standards and testing that will govern

he development of safe systems within hospital set-
ings. This is currently not the case. Something as
imple as the computerized label printed on a pill
ottle is usually so jargon laden, and so functionally

mprecise, that patients are at serious risk for error in
he home.60 Patients and their families must be engi-
eered into the system as a first line of defense against

Health system goals

Patient-centeredness Timeliness

ed
f care

Ongoing support for
life goals, values

Reliable service when
needed

anagement
actice

Support for tracking,
personalization

Work flow engineered
for proactive care

ctive
ls

Support roles for
caregivers clear,
defined

System responsiveness
for caregivers

plication
es

Team awareness of
patient needs

Enhanced
coordination

ed

n

Identifying and
meeting local
needs

Efficiency through
partnering

anagement Interoperable
systems for patient
support

Continuous quality
improvement

upport for
lth

Equitable
protections for
health

Infrastructures for
rapid response

ed by National standards
for transportability

Efficient delivery and
reimbursement of
care
eness

e-bas
ards o
dge m
st pr
o effe
rt too

nt ap
idelin
h-test
unity
entio
sed m

tics s
c hea

nform
nce
otential errors, not the last.58
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ffectiveness. Medicine extended the life span of
ndividuals in the 20th century by moving from a
ractice of art based on speculation, to a practice of
cience based on evidence. Bringing the science and
vidence of medicine into the care process at the
ight times is another high-priority challenge in the
OM’s prescription.

Throughout the course of the 20th century, the
ssumption behind medical training was that the best
ay to transmit knowledge from its source to its use in
atient care was “to first load the knowledge into
uman minds . . . and then expect those minds, at great
xpense, to apply the knowledge to those who need
t.”61 Designing from the user’s perspective takes a
ifferent orientation.62 It embraces the notion that
ffective decision making is a product of knowledge
ontained in the mind as well as knowledge stored in
he environment.63 Taking this perspective, the empha-
is shifts from personal heroics to creating a system of
nowledge to guide evidence-based delivery, a shift that
as been shown to yield significant improvements in
atient outcomes and reductions in costs.64,65

Another area of productive research is the transla-
ion of nonlinear, high-density information fields into

eaningful displays that can be quickly assimilated
hrough visual inspection.66,67 Work being conducted
n the Human–Computer Interaction Laboratory at the
niversity of Maryland is producing a new look at the

ask of combining all of the relevant information
eeded for a clinical encounter into single, highly
ffective visual displays.66,68 Work being funded by the
ational Cancer Institute is enabling comparable ap-
roaches for displaying personal risk information to
atients visually, with significant yields in comprehen-
ion and usefulness.69–71

atient-centeredness. With all the discussion of multi-
le users, from physicians to care units to hospitals, and
rom patients to caregivers, the ultimate goal of the
ealthcare system is to improve patient outcomes. All of

he tools, conversations, and decisions that take place
ithin a healthcare system must be measured against

he benchmark of patient need in order to achieve
ystemwide objectives of safety and effectiveness.54,55,59

One aspect of patient-centeredness is customized
are.72 Advances in biomarker detection,73 targeted
harmacogenetics,74 and tailored communication75 are
aking it possible to focus care individually on the

pecific needs of each patient. eHealth applications will
e part of this effort as they assist in providing the right

nformation, to the right person, at the right time.76

aution must be taken to incorporate evidence from
he existing literature on human–computer interaction
hen doing this. Many theoretically elegant interfaces
adaptive interfaces, social agents, expert systems) have

ailed in real-world settings. When measured against m

ay 2007
he benchmark of user goals, the systems were per-
eived as being unpredictable and inconsistent.15

Another aspect of patient-centeredness, which may
e called population-centeredness, is the goal of ex-
ending the reach of medical knowledge to serve a
iversity of beneficiaries in an equitable fashion. This
eans that the public interface to medicine, from

nstructions on a prescription bottle to a web-based
ortal for access to personal health information, must
e equitably accessible to all users. One strategy for
ccomplishing that goal in eHealth is to adopt the
rinciple of universal design.15,77 Under this principle,
he structured environment is created to be equally
ccessible by all users, regardless of experience level or
hysical ability. A simple example in the physical world

s the presence of “curb cuts” at the entrance to stores
nd office buildings, or the inclined ramps cut into
idewalks that provide easy passage for those in wheel-
hairs as well as anyone wheeling a shopping cart or set
f heavy luggage.
Curb cuts do not just work in the physical environ-
ent, but with a little forethought can be built into the

irtual eHealth environment.78 Adherence to the stan-
ards set by section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (see
ww.access-board.gov/508.htm) will ensure that web-

ites are compliant with text-reading software for users
ho are visually impaired and will not get in the way of
sighted user’s ability to interact with the site.79

ikewise, following prescriptions from the “plain lan-
uage” movement will help ensure that labels, instruc-
ions, and health-related content in eHealth applica-
ions are equally accessible to all users regardless of
ducational background or medical experience.80,81

uideline documents82,83 as well as automated assess-
ent tools84 are readily available to assist the eHealth

esigner in making applications universally usable by a
iversity of audiences. Formative usability testing, con-
ucted across the full range of expected user types, will
lso help ensure that the final product is equally
ccessible to a broad range of users.83

imeliness. It has been said that time is the currency of
he information age. Yet, one of the “problems with
omputers”85 is a failure to account for the accumu-
ated effect of small temporal disruptions on the overall
erformance of human systems.85–87 Consider the cu-
ulative impact of dealing with pop-up ads on the web,

r spending an inordinate amount of time being shuf-
ed from one multilayered telephone answering system

o another before being connected to an advice nurse
t a hospital. The error is one of myopia, argued Zuboff
nd Maxmin,88 as engineers focus solutions on single
ransactions without considering the impact of multiple
nteractions on trust and relationships.

The IOM emphasized that a patient-centered health-
are system must move away from a transaction-based

anagement environment, to an environment that

Am J Prev Med 2007;32(5S) S101
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osters “healing relationships” over time. To do this, all
omponents of the system must be coordinated to
rovide levels of “deep support”88 for patients and their
aregivers. Coordinated eHealth technologies can and
hould be developed to keep track of the individual
eeds of patients, and to ensure that all relevant
embers of the healthcare team, including the patients

hemselves, are notified in a timely manner. With an
nteroperable system of electronic medical records in
lace,65 eHealth applications can be built to encourage
revention and health maintenance, and to catch po-
ential treatment errors early before any real harm is
one.89–91

onclusion

e are at a turning point in eHealth research. Taken
own the right path—if we ask the right question—
Health will become part of the solution in turning the
ide of medical errors and extending quality of life
quitably throughout the population. Taken down the
rong path—if we ask the wrong questions—eHealth
ill escalate the crisis in health care as only computers
an do.85

Fortunately, there is a way through the conundrum.
he path lies in merging the science of evidence-based
edicine with the practice of user-centered research.
his is a transdisciplinary92 union, bringing the knowl-
dge bases of a rapidly advancing biomedical research
nterprise into synchrony with a burgeoning evidence
ase in the cognitive and computational sciences.15,83,93

he union is needed now more than ever, and cannot
e taken for granted. Case studies from the diffusion of

nnovations highlight what happens when less-than-
ptimal designs catch the “tipping point”94 of diffusion
efore they have been optimized for user needs and
onstraints. The results, in the most benign sense, can
e an ascendancy of mediocrity (consider the seem-

ngly intractable diffusion of the QWERTY keyboard);
esults in the most severe case can cost lives. By riveting
echnology development on the questions that matter,
Health researchers can provide a feedback loop into
ealth system reform. More importantly, eHealth re-
earchers can help to accelerate progress for improving
ives, which is the metric that matters most from the
ser’s perspective.

his literature review was funded by the National Cancer
nstitute.

No financial conflict of interest was reported by the authors
f this paper.
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